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Abstract
This paper presents results of 3Dfractographical analysis of shear-mode fatigue cracks in ARMCO iron, Į-titanium, nickel and
the X5CrNi18-10 steel. Observation of crack paths on a microscopic level enables us to reveal local loading modes at the crack
tip under various kinds of remote loading. Experiments were done on special specimens loaded in mixed mode II+III in the nearthreshold regime. Only small deviations from the plane of maximum shear stress were observed in ARMCO iron. In titanium,
nickel and stainless steel the mean deviation angles were higher. In the stainless steel, the mixed-mode II+III cracks propagated
in local mode I, forming a mixture of morphologies of a highly deflected mode II facets and a factory roof in mode III.
Crystallographic facets were observed in all materials except for the stainless steel. The results provide a basis for an assessment
of micromechanisms of mixed-mode II+III crack propagation and the related near-threshold intrinsic resistance to crack growth.
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1. Introduction
Observation of crack paths on a microscopic level enables us to reveal local loading modes at the crack tip under
various kinds of remote loading. In the recent works [1-3], such an analysis was done for pure mode II and mode III
loading which led to a proposal of relationship for intrinsic resistance to crack propagation under pure mode II near
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threshold loading and a verification of mode-I-branching criterion. As regards mixed mode II+III loading, however,
such an analysis has not yet been done except for a proposal of equivalent stress intensity factors (SIFs) [4,5]. This
paper is focused on three-dimensional (3D) topography of mixed-mode II+III cracks and a comparison of the
stereophoto-grammetrical data obtained from fracture surfaces of ARMCO-iron, Į-titanium, nickel and stainless
steel. The objective is to show how each of the local modes II and III contributes to a generation of fracture surfaces.
This will provide an initial viewpoint on the intrinsic resistance to crack growth under mixed mode II+III loading
and an assessment of the crack growth micromechanisms (in relation to the atomistic models published in [2]).

2. Experiments
Experiments were done on special specimens enabling to apply simultaneously various ratios of mode II and III
loading components in the near-threshold regime [2]. The specimens were made of four different materials:
ARMCO iron (nearly pure polycrystalline iron), commercially pure Į-titanium and nickel and the stainless steel
X5CrNi18-10. A special technique was employed for preparation of mode-I precracks at the beginning of the
experiment. This procedure eliminating extrinsic shielding (friction and residual stress) already enabled us to
perform measurements of effective values of the SIF range at the threshold for pure mode II and III loading [2,3].
Fracture surfaces were reconstructed in 3D using the stereophotogrammetry in the scanning electron microscope
(SEM) [6]. Quantification of the 3D data was done by a profile analysis using cutting planes denoted by the white
arrows in Fig. 1. The coordinate l passes along the line from the left to the right and the topological profiles were
determined by the vertical coordinate z. These profiles were used for a measurement of angles corresponding to the
average crack deviation from the plane of the maximum shear stress. The profiles running parallel to the shear
direction provide angles Į while those of the perpendicular direction indicate angles ȕ. The average deviation angles
ȖII+III = (Į + ȕ)/2 are summarized in Table 1 for all investigated materials. These angles can be compared to ȖII and
ȖIII for respective pure modes II and III obtained as average angles related to directions parallel and perpendicular to
the applied shear stress [3].

3. Results and discussion
The deviation angles in the ARMCO iron are relatively small (up to 20°) and the cracks propagated here in a
nearly coplanar manner under shear-mode dominance. In titanium these angles were much higher compared to those
in the ARMCO iron. The highest angles corresponding to nearly pure local mode I growth were measured for nickel
and stainless steel. The differences can be attributed to a different number of slip systems available in crystal
structures of these metals (bcc, hcp and fcc) as reported for pure mode II and III cracks in more detail in [3].
Table 1. Comparison of mean deviation angles of mode II, mode III and mixed-mode II+III cracks.
Mode

Angle

ARMCO [°]

Titanium [°]

Nickel [°]

Stainless steel [°]

II+III

ȖII+III

15 ± 8

II

ȖII

21 ± 11

36 ± 16

45 ± 15

45 ± 15

32 ± 13

45 ± 17

39 ± 5

III

ȖIII

21 ± 13

34 ± 15

34 ± 14

32 ± 11

The average angles ȖII are nearly equal to ȖIII ones in ARMCO iron and titanium, while ȖII > ȖIII in nickel and
stainless steel. The latter unequality corresponds to the fact that the maximum local mode I deviations can reach 70°
for remote mode II cracks but only 45° for remote mode III ones. The values of ȖII+III are rather close to those of ȖII
in all materials and higher than ȖIII in nickel and stainless steel. These results can be useful for a quantitative
interpretation of values of the intrinsic II+III threshold in terms of an appropriate equivalent SIF ranges.
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Fig. 1. Examples of fracture morphologies for remote mixed-mode II+III cracks with the height profiles corresponding to the white horizontal
arrows in (a) ARMCO iron; (b) titanium; (c) nickel; (d) stainless steel.

The fracture morphologies in Fig. 1(a), (b), (c) reveal an evidence of crystallography-controlled crack propagation
for ARMCO iron, titanium and nickel which was also observed for pure modes II and III. On the other hand, no
crystallography influence can be detected in the stainless steel (Fig. 1(d)) where characteristic regular-shaped hills
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are created during the remote mixed-mode II+III loading. They represent a transition between the high crack front
deflection observed in pure remote mode II and the factory-roof morphology typical for pure remote mode III [1,2].
This is, most probably, caused by a local mode I crack growth mechanism according to the model of Deshpande et
al. [7]. A qualitatively similar fracture morphology consisting of periodical fracture segments differently inclined to
the macroscopic plane was observed by Hourlier and Pineau [8] in the high-strength low-alloy steel loaded in mixed
mode I(cyclic)+III(static).

4. Conclusions
Fracture surfaces generated by a mixed mode II+III near-threshold fatigue loading in ARMCO iron, Į-titanium,
nickel and stainless steel were investigated using stereophotogrammetry in a SEM. This technique enabled us to
reconstruct the 3D geometry of crack paths. The results revealed the following differences in fracture morphologies:
• Only small deviations from the plane of maximum shear stress were observed in ARMCO iron. In titanium,
nickel and stainless steel, the height profiles were more tortuous, thus giving higher values of mean deviation
angles.
• In the stainless steel, the cracks propagated in local mode I by forming a morphological mixture of highly
deflected cracks typical for a pure remote mode II and a factory roof morphology characteristic for remote mode
III.
• Influence of crystallography was observed in all materials except for the stainless steel.
Crack closure effects were eliminated at the beginning of the experiments due to a special technique for precrack
preparation and, therefore, the obtained results provide a useful basis for an assessment of micromechanisms of
mixed-mode II+III crack propagation and a quantitative interpretation of values of the intrinsic II+III threshold in
these materials.
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